Name of each part (部位名稱)

1. Protective cover
2. Electrical contacts
3. Mounting Screw
4. Guide pin
5. Locking ring
6. Battery magazine release handle
7. DC cord mount
8. AF point selection/Magnify Button
9. AE lock/FE lock /Index/Reduce button
10. AF start button
11. Multi selector Attachment wheel
12. Vertical-grip operation switch
13. Multi function button
14. Shutter button
15. Camera battery compartment cover slot
16. Main Dial
17. Hand strap mount
18. Tripod socket
20. Battery pack compartment
Battery Grip Vertax Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a PIXEL product.
The Vertax is a battery grip that can hold 2pcs battery LP-E6 or 6pcs size AA/LR6 batteries. It is also equipped with a vertical-grip shutter button. Multi selector Attachment wheel, Main Dial, etc. to enable shooting in the same way as with horizontal grip.

Attach to the Camera

1. Remove the battery from the camera. (Fig. 1-1)
2. Remove the camera battery compartment cover. (Fig. 1-2)
3. Insert the detached cover into its storage slot to ensure that it will not be lost. (Fig. 2)
4. When taking out the cover, press lightly on the cover hinge and pull it out upward at a slanted angle.
5. Attach the battery grip Vertax to the camera. (Fig. 3-1)
6. Align the attachment screw with the camera's tripod socket, and then turn the attach/detach knob to tighten securely. (Fig. 3-2)

Do not further push open the battery compartment cover when it is already opened. Doing so may damage its hinge.

Be sure to attach the battery grip to the camera before inserting the batteries. The result of the battery grip being displayed properly if you attach the battery grip to the camera with the batteries already inside.

Before moving the battery grip from the camera, be sure to turn the camera's power switch to (off), and take out the batteries.

After removing the batteries, attach the protective cover to the electrical contacts.

Lithium Battery Installation

1. After flipping out the release handle, turn it as shown by the arrow, and then pull out the battery magazine (BGM-ESL). (Fig. 4)
2. Insert one or two Battery LP-E6 into the battery magazine (for LP-E6). (Fig. 5)
3. Attach the battery magazine into the battery grip. (Fig. 6-1) After attaching, check that the battery magazine is securely attached to the battery grip.
4. Close the release handle. (Fig. 6-2)

If only one battery is used, it can be inserted in either the right or left side.

If two battery packs are inserted, power is supplied simultaneously by both batteries. Two batteries with different charging levels can be inserted and used without any problems.

Removing the battery packs or size - AA/LR6 batteries from the battery grip when the camera will not be used for an extended period.

AA/LR6 Battery Installation

1. Insert the batteries into the Battery Magazine BGM-E9A (for Batteries). (Fig. 7) Make sure the + and - battery contacts are properly oriented as shown in the figure.
2. Attach the battery magazine into the battery grip. (Fig. 8-1)
3. Close the release handle. (Fig. 8-2)

Less images can be shot when using size-AA/LR6 batteries. Also, the number of possible shots may vary depending on the batteries brand and usage conditions, so usage of size-AA/LR6 batteries is recommended only for emergencies.

When using with non-rechargeable size AA/LR6 batteries, please use when temperature is above 20°C. The camera may not work when used in low temperature or when old and new batteries are used together.

Using the Battery Grip

1. Turning the vertical-grip operation switch to (ON)(Fig. 9) make the battery grip buttons and dial function in the same way as those on the camera.
2. When shooting in the horizontal-grip position, turn the vertical-grip operation switch to (OFF), so that you will not accidentally use the buttons or dial on the battery grip.
3. The battery power level can be checked on the camera, such as the right Fig.

Specifications

Battery: 1 or 2 of LP-E6 Battery, Or 6pcs AA/LR 6 Alkaline Battery
Power switch: Camera’s Power Switch
Working temperature: 0°C~+40°C
Working humidity: 85% Or Less
Dimensions: Approx. 153.1(W)x113.3(H)x85.7(D)mm
Weight: Approx. 279.4g(without batteries and battery magazine)

The product specifications and exterior are subjected to change without notice.
This manual information is updated at 1st May, 2012. If you wish to use this product combined with other Pixel products published after this date, please consult with the PIXEL dealer for further information.
Now you can start to use incredible PIXEL product. If you have any question, please contact your local dealer or visit to http://www.pixelhk.com.